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Water-soluble aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles with unperturbed aromatic cavities: synthesis and binding studies†

D. Hernández-Alonso,a S. Zankowski,a L. Adriaenssensa and P. Ballester*a,b

We report the synthesis of a novel, water-soluble aryl-extended calix[4]pyrrole receptor. The water-solubilising groups are placed at the lower rim of the receptor, leaving the binding pocket unperturbed and open for modification. Binding studies were performed with a series of pyridine N-oxides. These studies revealed the ability of the receptor to bind neutral and charged N-oxides in basified water with stability constants higher than 10⁴ M⁻¹.

Introduction

Calix[4]pyrroles are macrocyclic compounds, consisting of four pyrrole units and four connecting tetra substituted sp³ carbon atoms, the so-called meso carbons.¹,² Calix[4]pyrroles are well known receptors for anions,³ ion-pairs⁴ and electron rich molecules.⁵ Aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles bear one aryl ring at each meso carbon.⁶ Depending on the relative orientation of these aryl substituents, aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles exist as four configurational isomers. The α,α,α,α-isomer describes the aryl-extended calix[4]pyrrole with all aryl rings oriented in the same direction, i.e. all pointing above the calix[4]pyrrole core (Fig. 1). They are also conformationally flexible and adopt different conformations depending on the media in which they are dissolved.⁷ For example, in non-polar organic solvents the least polar 1,3-alternate conformation is the most energetically favourable. Upon the addition of an appropriate hydrogen-bond (H-bond) acceptor to the solution, the calix[4]pyrrole core undergoes a conformational change adopting the cone conformation. In this manner all four pyrrole N-H groups of the calix[4]pyrrole core can participate in hydrogen bonding interactions with the bound guest.⁸

In the cone conformation, the α,α,α,α-isomers of aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles feature a deep aromatic cavity closed at one end by four converging pyrrole NHs. The dimensions of this cavity make it suitable for the inclusion of a sizeable number of electron-rich neutral guests and anions. The included guests interact in a directed manner with the NH groups resulting in a very specific relative orientation of the binding partners. Additional weak, non-covalent interactions such as CH–π and π–π stacking can also be established between the included guests and the aromatic walls of the receptor.

Fig 1. The α,α,α,α-isomers of aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles undergo a conformational change from the 1,3-alternate conformation to the cone conformation when binding with guests capable of establishing H-bonds.
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cavity and are “sheltered” from the bulk water, the strength of their hydrogen bonding interactions becomes less solvent-dependent.12–15 Indeed, enzymes take advantage of this strategy to secure vital hydrogen bonding interactions that would otherwise be washed out by competition from water molecules. While such interactions are ubiquitous in Nature, the synthesis of water soluble receptors with functional groups converging into an apolar cavity is challenging.

Recently, the rich possibilities offered by the polar and deep aromatic binding pocket of “four wall” aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles have led to their extensive use as synthetic receptors6,16 and binding units in supramolecular scaffolds.17,18 These studies have been almost exclusively undertaken in organic solvents. As supramolecular chemistry develops, the understanding of molecular recognition in water, that is to say the role and the magnitude of hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions in controlling the binding strength and selectivity, will become more and more important.19,20

To date, and to the best of our knowledge, only two examples of water soluble aryl-extended calix[4]pyrroles have been reported in the literature.21,22 The example taken from the work of our group describes complexation studies in water with pyridyl N-oxides. The aryl extended calix[4]pyrroles employed in the study were rendered water soluble by covalently introducing, in the para positions at their upper rims (meso-aryl groups), four ionisable groups, particularly amine and carboxylic groups. This synthetic strategy presented several design drawbacks. Firstly, the attachment of the solubilising groups to the meso-aryl substituents alters the electronic nature of the pristine aromatic cavity. We have previously shown that the electronic properties of the cavity are tuned by the electron-withdrawing or electron-donating character of the substituents present in the meso-aryl groups. Secondly and even more importantly, the presence of the solubilising groups at the upper rim impairs further elaboration of the aromatic cavity with other functional groups capable of interacting with the included guest or with other molecules providing higher order aggregates (i.e., dimeric capsules).

In this manuscript we report the synthesis and preliminary binding studies of a new tetraphenyl water-soluble aryl-extended calix[4]pyrrole α,α,α,α-2 (Scheme 1). The receptor features “innocent” water-solubilising groups located at the terminus of its meso-alkyl substituents. The solubilising groups are sufficiently distant to avoid any interference with the pristine characteristics of the deep aromatic binding site. We envision that the described synthetic strategy will permit further elaboration of the aromatic cavity of water soluble aryl extended calix[4]pyrrole through upper rim functionalization, eventually allowing access to higher order calix[4]pyrrole-based supramolecular structures in aqueous media.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and structural characterization

The novel water-soluble aryl-extended calix[4]pyrrole α,α,α,α-2 was synthesised in five synthetic steps. Conveniently, the ionisable water-solubilising groups are introduced in the final step. Thus, silica chromatography is an available purification technique in the synthesis of the calix[4]pyrrole precursor α,α,α,α-3 (Scheme 2). This is an essential aspect due to the inevitable need to remove the other configurational isomers and polymeric by-products from the crude reaction mixture obtained by the condensation of butynyl phenyl ketone 4 with pyrrole.

The synthetic pathway to produce α,α,α,α-2 requires the preliminary preparation of the butynyl phenyl ketone 4 (Scheme 2). Initially, we proceeded by alkylation of the β-keto ester 5 with propargyl bromide in the presence of DBU followed by cleavage of the ester 6 and heat promoted decarboxylation of the corresponding β-keto acid (Scheme 2, pathway a). While the alkynyl ketone 4 could be obtained through this method, the decarboxylation step turned out to be capricious. A much better and reliable synthetic route for the preparation of the butynyl phenyl ketone 4 started from acetophenone 7 and employed the methodology developed by Zaman et al. (Scheme 2, pathway b).23

![Scheme 1](image1.png)  
**Scheme 1** Synthetic scheme for the preparation of water soluble aryl extended calix[4]pyrrole α,α,α,α-2.

![Scheme 2](image2.png)  
**Scheme 2** Synthetic routes for the preparation of butynyl phenyl ketone 4.
This robust synthetic pathway has the advantage of starting from simple and readily available acetonophenones, meaning that water-soluble calix[4]pyrroles displaying a wide variety of meso aryl groups should be accessible. The acid mediated cyclocondensation of alkynyl ketone 4 and pyrrole to give \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-3 \) was very sluggish (Scheme 1). After four days, the crude reaction mixture consisted of a rich array of products, including the desired \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha- \) isomer of the calix[4]pyrrole 3 (Scheme 2), other configurational isomers, and higher order condensation products. Column chromatography purification of the crude mixture, followed by recrystallization with acetonitrile eventually afforded the \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha- \) isomer of calix[4]pyrrole 3 in low yield but with excellent purity.

The configuration of the \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-3 \) isomer was confirmed by X-ray diffraction of a single crystal that grew from the acetonitrile solution.\(^\dagger\) In the solid state, \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-3 \) adopts the cone conformation with a tilted molecule of acetonitrile included in its deep aromatic cavity. The nitrogen atom of the included acetonitrile is bound to the four pyrrolic NH groups, with an average N····N distance of 3.26 Å for the hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2).

Finally, the water-soluble tetracarboxylic-functionalised receptor \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \) was obtained in good yield via 1,3 Hüsgen cycloaddition with azide 10 under standard copper(i) catalysed conditions (Scheme 1). Gratifyingly, calix[4]pyrrole \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \) is readily soluble in a variety of aqueous solutions such as diluted NaOH and, most notably, phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at pH 7.4, a solution often used to mimic biological media.

### Binding studies

\(^1\)H NMR experiments. With the new water-soluble receptor \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \) in hand, we performed a series of binding studies with three pyridine N-oxide derivatives (PNO) in aqueous solutions. PNO are well known to be excellent guests for calix[4]pyrroles\(^\dagger\) and have previously been shown to form highly thermodynamically and kinetically stable complexes with aryl extended calix[4]pyrroles in an aqueous solution.\(^\dagger\)\(^\dagger\) Specifically, we analysed the interactions of calix[4]pyrrole \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \) with pyridine N-oxide 11, 4-phenylpyridine N-oxide 12, and isonicotinic acid N-oxide 13 (Fig. 3).

Initially, we probed the interaction of calix[4]pyrrole \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \) with different PNO derivatives using \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy in a basic D\(_2\)O solution (pD between 7.2 and 7.6) adjusted with NaOD. The \(^1\)H NMR spectrum of \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \) shows sharp signals and the characteristics of an averaged C\(_{4v}\) symmetry (Fig. 4a). The \( \beta \)-pyrrolic protons resonate as a singlet at \( \delta = 6.1 \) ppm, suggesting that the free host might adopt the cone conformation in solution.\(^\dagger\)

As increasing amounts of PNO 11 were added to \( \sim 1 \) mM aqueous solutions of \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \), the \(^1\)H NMR spectra of the resulting mixtures showed that the signals corresponding to the free receptor, \( \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha-2 \), broadened and decreased in intensity. Concomitantly, a new set of broad signals appeared and

---

\(^\dagger\) Crystal data: \( \text{C}_{62}\text{H}_{90}\text{N}_{13}\text{S}_{2} \), \( M = 870.11 \), triclinic, \( a = 8.9089(3) \); \( b = 14.1614(4) \); \( c = 19.4386(6) \) Å, \( \alpha = 123.28(3) \) \( \alpha' = 109.98(2) \) \( \beta = 90(2) \) \( \gamma = 18.604 \) reflections were measured, 10 409 unique (\( R_{int} = 0.0242 \)) which were used in all calculations. The final \( wR(F) \) was 0.1357 (all data). CCDC 1027046 contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper.
The binding geometry of the 11 $\subset$ $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-2 complex and the kinetics of the binding process were also investigated by performing a ROESY experiment on the sample containing an excess of N-oxide 11.

The ROESY spectrum (Fig. 5) revealed the existence of positive cross peaks between the signals assigned to the protons of 11 in the inclusion complex and those of free 11. This finding demonstrates that although the chemical exchange between the free and bound guest is slow on the chemical shift scale it is fast on the relaxation time scale (complex lifetime <0.1 s). The observation of a cross peak between the signal of the proton alpha to the nitrogen atom of free 11 ($\text{ortho, } H_\alpha$) and the highest upfield shifted signal belonging to the protons of bound 11 confirms the location of the N-oxide group near the closed end of the cavity. Completely analogous results were obtained for the titration with N-oxide of the phenyl pyridine 12.

The obtained results for the titration of $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$ with isonicotinic acid 13 deserve a small comment (Fig. S1 and S2†). Iso nicotinic acid 13, in basic media, presents two functional groups known to bind strongly to calix[4]pyrrole units, the N-oxide and the carboxylate.$^{26,27}$ The inclusion of 13, as the carboxylate, in the deep functionalised cavity of $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-2 produced a single set of separated proton signals for the complex 13′ $\subset$ $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-2. The complex was formed quantitatively when 1 equiv. of 13 was added to the basic solution. The ROESY experiment performed with a solution containing the inclusion complex 13′ $\subset$ $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$ and free 13′ in excess showed that the highest upfield shifted proton of the included N-oxide is involved in a chemical exchange exclusively with the proton ortho to the nitrogen atom in the free guest. In short, the carboxylate derivative of isonicotinic 13 binds selectively through the N-oxide group to the $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-2 receptor. The carboxylate function of bound 13′ is exposed to the bulk solution and its negative charge seems to have a reduced effect in the binding strength of the complex (estimated $K_b(13′ \subset \alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha) > 10^4 \text{ M}^{-1}$) when compared with those estimated for the neutral N-oxides.

In general, the $^1$H NMR titration results reveal that the aryl-extended calix[4]pyrrole’s hydrophobic pocket of $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-2 is adequate to protect the pyrrole NHs from bulk water allowing them to effectively form hydrogen bonds with pyridyl N-oxide guests. Although the establishment of hydrogen bonding interactions is the main factor responsible for the selectivity towards the N-oxide group (hydrophilic binding), the partial desolvation of the host and the guest required for the formation of the tight inclusion complexes ($\pi-\pi$ and CH-π interactions) plays an important role in determining the binding strength (hydrophobic binding).

**Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments.** The results of the $^1$H NMR titrations were very informative to understand the geometry and stoichiometry of the inclusion complexes formed by $\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-2 with the series of pyridyl N-oxides; however, their stability constants were too high to be...
measured accurately with this technique (full complex formation with 1 equiv. of N-oxide). For this reason, the thermodynamic characterization of the binding processes was assessed using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments.

All the ITC titrations performed with the PNO series 11–13 and receptor α,α,α,α-2 showed excellent fits to the theoretical binding isotherm for a 1 : 1 complex formation (see ESIF for titrations). The fit of the titration data to the theoretical isotherms allowed the accurate calculation of stability constant ($K_a$) and enthalpy ($\Delta H$) values for the formation of the complexes. From these values, we derived the free energy of binding ($\Delta G$) and the entropic ($\Delta S$) component for each process. The obtained results are summarized in Table 1.

In complete agreement with the $^1$H NMR titrations, the ITC results indicate the formation of thermodynamically highly stable complexes ($K_a > 10^4$ M$^{-1}$). In all cases, the binding process is mainly enthalpically driven. The entropic term is comparatively small and in the case of N-oxide 11 it also favours binding. These thermodynamic characteristics are in agreement with a tight fit of the interacting molecules in the complex and support the selective binding observed for the N-oxide group.28

Association constant values for the inclusion complexes of PNOs 11 and 12 with calix[4]pyrrole receptor 1a, having four carboxylic groups at the upper rim, were previously reported.21 The reported values were measured using UV-vis titrations in H$_2$O solutions (pH = 7.2) at concentrations that were similar to those used for the ITC experiments described here. Thus, the comparison of the measured magnitudes in the two studies is reasonable. The binding constant value determined for the 11 $\subset$ 1a complex was $K_a = 1.6 \pm 0.2 \times 10^4$ M$^{-1}$. This value is very close to the stability constant determined in this study for the 11 $\subset$ α,α,α,α-2 complex. This indicates that moving the water solubilising anionic groups from the upper rim to the lower rim has a minimum impact on the binding of a small neutral molecule like pyridine-N-oxide 11 with the calix[4]pyrrole core. We foresee that the change of location of the solubilizing groups should allow the functionalization of the upper rim of the calix[4]pyrrole receptor with groups that provide higher affinity and selectivity.

In contrast with the result abovementioned, the reported binding constant for the 12 $\subset$ 1a ($K_a = 2.4 \pm 1.3 \times 10^3$ M$^{-1}$) was two orders of magnitude smaller than the one measured in this study for the related 12 $\subset$ α,α,α,α-2 complex. This result indicated that the location of the water solubilising groups at the lower rim of a calix[4]pyrrole scaffold had a positive effect in the binding of larger N-oxides like 12. In this case, the use of the alternative synthetic methodology for the placement of the solubilising groups at the lower rim without further modification of the upper rim was rewarding.

Interestingly, the binding constant values determined for PNOs 11 and [13]$^-$ with receptor α,α,α,α-2 are almost identical. This surprised us, as we expected the negatively charged [13]$^-$ N-oxide to form a thermodynamically weaker complex with the also negatively charged, in basified water, calix[4]pyrrole α,α,α,α-2,§ In water, the strong repulsive electrostatic interactions established between negative charges are highly attenuated, allowing the two molecules to form a tight complex.

Not surprisingly, however, the thermodynamic characteristics of the two binding processes are indeed significantly different. Meanwhile, the stability constant for the complex formed between phenyl-substituted N-oxide 12 and receptor α,α,α,α-2 is almost five-fold larger than that of N-oxide 11. At first sight, this result could be attributed to the higher hydrophobicity of phenyl pyridyl N-oxide 12 with respect to pyridyl N-oxide 11. Larger apolar aromatic surfaces translate into higher hydrophobicity and a stronger hydrophobic effect because of the favourable increase in desolvation entropy. However, in the case at hand, the enhanced binding of 12 with respect to 11, results from an enthalpic gain on complex formation. In addition, the contacts in the surface area for complexes 12 $\subset$ α,α,α,α-2 and 11 $\subset$ α,α,α,α-2 are predicted to be similar, only the end of the pyridyl N-oxide residue is included in the binding site (Fig. 6). The thermodynamic characteristics suggest a tighter geometry for the 12 $\subset$ α,α,α,α-2 complex that,
as expected, is accompanied by a reduction in entropy gain, when compared to the looser complex formed with 11.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we have described the synthesis of a novel water-soluble aryl-extended calix[4]pyrrole α,α,α,α-2. In contrast to previous examples, the water-solubilising groups are distal to the binding site. This leaves the binding site and the upper rim of the calix[4]pyrrole pristine, making possible the future functionalization of the meso-aromatic rings, thus, permitting the construction of more complicated calix[4]pyrroles. The receptor α,α,α,α-2 forms thermodynamically and kinetically stable complexes with a series of pyridyl N-oxide guests in aqueous solution. The binding geometry of these complexes was probed using 1H NMR titrations and their thermodynamic characteristics were determined using ITC experiments. The obtained results also demonstrated that calix[4]pyrrole α,α,α,α-2 preferentially engages in hydrogen bonding interactions of the four pyrrole NHs with a N-oxide moiety than with a carboxylate group. Nevertheless, the anionic α,α,α,α-2 receptor binds negatively charged pyridyl N-oxides with high affinity. Our results showcase the ability of the receptor’s aromatic pocket to protect the pyrrole N-H groups and ensure selective hydrogen-bonding interactions even in water.

**Experimental**

**General**

Reagents were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. All solvents were commercially obtained and used without further purification except for pyrrole which was distilled (50 mbar, 58–59 °C) and then stored in the freezer for further use. Where indicated, solvents were degassed by 3 freeze–pump–thaw cycles. Routine 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 (300 MHz for 1H NMR), Bruker Avance 400 (400 MHz for 1H NMR), Bruker Avance 500 (500 MHz for 1H NMR) ultrashield spectrometer, or on a Bruker Avance III 500 (500 MHz for 1H NMR) with a QNP cryoprobe. The deuterated solvents (Aldrich) used are indicated in the Experimental section; chemical shifts are given in ppm. For CDCl3 the peaks were referenced relative to the solvent residual peak δH = 7.26 ppm and δC = 77.0 ppm. For D2O the peaks were referenced relative to the solvent residual peak δH = 4.79 ppm. All NMR J values are given in Hz. High resolution mass spectra were obtained on a MicroTOF II (Bruker Daltonics) ESI as ionization mode Mass Spectrometer or on a Bruker Ultraflex MALDI-TOF-TOF Mass spectrometer. Column chromatography was performed with silica gel, technical grade, pore size 60 Å, and 230–400 mesh particle size. Crystal structure determination was carried out using a Bruker-Nonius diffractometer equipped with an APEX 2 4K CCD area detector, a FR591 rotating anode with MoKα radiation, Montel mirrors as the monochromator and a Kryoflex low temperature device (T = 100 K). Full sphere data collection was carried out by omega and phi scans. Programs used: data collection Apex2 V. 1.0–22 (Bruker-Nonius 2004), data reduction Saint + Version 6.22 (Bruker-Nonius 2001) and absorption correction SADABS V. 2.10 (2003). Crystal structure solution was achieved using direct methods as implemented in SHELXTL Version 6.10 (Sheldrick, Universität Göttingen (Germany), 2000) and visualized using the XP program. Missing atoms were subsequently located from difference Fourier synthesis and added to the atom list. Least-squares refinement on F2 using all measured intensities was carried out using the program SHELXTL Version 6.10 (Sheldrick, Universität Göttingen (Germany), 2000).

**Procedures and characterisation data**

**Synthesis of butynyl phenyl ketone 4.** The synthesis of the ketone involves two steps: **Step 1,** hydrazone formation. Benzene (38.5 mL) was added to acetonophenone (7 mL, 59.4 mmol, 1 equiv.) contained in a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a Dean-Stark apparatus and under an argon atmosphere. Then 1,1-dimethylhydrazine (13.3 mL, 171 mmol, 3 equiv.) was added followed by methanesulfonic acid (0.19 mL, 2.93 mmol, 5 mol%). After the addition of the acid, the mixture turned yellow. The reaction was subjected to reflux overnight, during which time water collected in the Dean-Stark trap. The next day the reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure, affording the crude hydrazone 8 as a light yellow oil with a small amount of solid 10.5 g. This material was distilled at reduced pressure (13 mbar). The desired hydrazone 8 distilled in the range of 98–105 °C as a light yellow oil (8.5 g 88%). The 1H NMR spectrum is in agreement with that previously reported in the literature.20

**Step 2** alkylation and hydrolysis of the hydrazone.23 Lithium diisopropylamide (6.29 mL, 1.96 M, 12.33 mmol, 2 equiv.), freshly titrated using diphenylacetic acid as an indicator, was added to a solution at -74 °C (achieved using a dry ice/acetone bath) of hydrazine 8 (1 g, 6.16 mmol, 1 equiv.) in THF (15 mL, freshly distilled from sodium benzophenone) under an argon atmosphere. After 1 hour, 3-bromoprop-1-yn (80% solution in toluene, 0.69 mL, 6.16 mmol, 1 equiv.) was added dropwise via a syringe. The reaction was stirred overnight while coming to RT. The next day, the reaction was quenched by adding 40 mL of saturated NH4Cl(aq). The reaction mixture was extracted with diethyl ether (3 × 20 mL) and the organic extracts were combined, dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum to give a brown residue. Acetic acid 3 mL, sodium acetate 1.45 g, water 0.5 mL and THF 3 mL were added to the resulting residue and the reaction was stirred under air until complete hydrolysis of the hydrazone was observed by 1H NMR (typically 7 hours). The reaction mixture was quenched by adding NaOH(aq) (2 M) at 0 °C until the pH of the mixture was basic as judged by litmus paper. The mixture was stirred for 20 min and then 20 mL of diethyl ether were added. The two phases were separated and the aqueous layer was extracted with diethyl ether (2 × 20 mL). The organic extracts were
combined, washed with 50 mL of water, and then with 50 mL of brine. Finally the organic extract was dried over Na₂SO₄, filtered and concentrated under vacuum, affording 0.82 g of the crude product as a black solid. The solid was purified by column chromatography (40 g SiO₂ column, 1 : 1 DCM–hexane eluent, product RF = 0.5). The ketone 4 was obtained as light yellow crystals which were then sublimed in a bulb to bulb apparatus (0.1 mmHg, 80 °C), affording a white microcrystalline powder (0.63 g, 65%). The ¹H NMR spectrum is in agreement with that previously reported in the literature.³¹

Synthesis of calixpyrrole 3. Degassed methanol (10 mL) was added to pyrrole (0.44 mL, 6.34 mmol, 1 equiv.) and methane-sulfonic acid (1.23 mL, 18.95 mmol, 3 equiv.) contained in a 50 mL round bottom flask under an argon atmosphere. Next, a methanolic solution of ketone 4 (17 mL, 0.37 M, 6.32 mmol, 1 equiv.) was added via a syringe to the reaction mixture (a little bit of heat is necessary to completely dissolve the ketone). After 4 days of stirring at room temperature, the reaction mixture was neutralized by adding 80 mL of saturated NaHCO₃(aq). The mixture was extracted with DCM (3 × 50 mL). The DCM extracts were combined, washed with 50 mL of water, and then with 50 mL of brine. Finally the organic extract was diluted with water (30 mL) and 10% HCl(aq) (10 mL) inducing the appearance of a solid that was isolated by filtration. The solid was washed with water (3 mL). Acetone was added to dissolve the filtered solid. The acetonate solution was evaporated under vacuum to give 9.8 mg of the α,α,α,α-calixpyrrole isomer as a white powder, 66% yield. ¹H NMR (400 MHz, D₂O pD adjusted to 8 with NaOD, 25 °C): δ (ppm) 7.41 (m, 12H), 7.33 (m, 4H), 7.22 (d, J = 7.63 Hz, 8H), 6.08 (s, 8H), 4.89 (s, 8H), 2.82 (m, 8H), 2.48 (m, 8H); ¹³C(¹H) NMR (125 MHz cryoprobe, D₂O pD adjusted to 8 with NaOD, 25 °C): δ (ppm) 174.7, 149.3, 145.7, 138.7, 129.9, 128.5, 125.2, 106.9, 54.5, 49.9, 39.4, 22.4. HRMS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]⁺ calecd for C₆₀H₅₃N₄NaO₈ 1029.4183; Found 1029.4184, IR ν (cm⁻¹): 2961, 3301, 3370, 3404; m.p. 190 °C (decomposition).

Synthesis of 2-azidoacetic acid 10.³² Dry DMF (15 mL) was added to methyl bromoacetate (8 mL, 87 mmol, 1 equiv.) contained in a 100 mL round-bottom flask under an argon atmosphere. The solution was stirred vigorously while sodium azide (6.21 g, 95 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added in several small portions. The reaction mixture was stirred for an additional 2.5 hours followed by the addition of 50 mL of distilled water. The reaction mixture was extracted with diethyl ether (2 × 50 mL). Evaporation of the solvent afforded a light yellow oil. The oil was dissolved in 40 mL of THF and 40 mL of water. While stirring, 3 g of KOH were added to the solution in small portions. The mixture was stirred for 2.5 hours at 40 °C, cooled at r.t. and washed with ethyl acetate (50 mL). The aqueous layer was acidified with HCl (1 M) until the pH of the solution was roughly 1 as judged by litmus paper. The aqueous layer was extracted with ethyl acetate (2 × 50 mL). Evaporation of the solvent afforded the product 10 as a colorless oil (3.85 g, 44% yield). The ¹H NMR spectrum is in agreement with that previously reported in the literature.³²

Synthesis of calixpyrrole α,α,α,α-calixpyrrole 3. Degassed DMSO (0.9 mL) was added to α,α,α,α-calixpyrrole 3 (10 mg, 12 µmol, 1 equiv.) and 2-azidoacetic acid 10 (19 mg, 0.19 mmol, 16 equiv.) contained in a 2 mL flask under an argon atmosphere. Then, CuI (9.2 mg, 48 µmol) was added followed by Et₃N (7.9 mg, 77 µmol). A precipitate was immediately formed. The mixture was stirred vigorously and after 1 h the reaction was complete as judged by TLC. The reaction mixture was diluted with water (30 mL) and 10% HCl(aq) (10 mL) inducing the appearance of a solid that was isolated by filtration. The solid was washed with water (3 mL). Acetone was added to dissolve the filtered solid. The acetonate solution was evaporated under vacuum to give 9.8 mg of the α,α,α,α-calixpyrrole isomer as a white powder, 66% yield. ¹H NMR (400 MHz, D₂O pD adjusted to 8 with NaOD, 25 °C): δ (ppm) 7.41 (m, 12H), 7.33 (m, 4H), 7.22 (d, J = 7.63 Hz, 8H), 6.08 (s, 8H), 4.89 (s, 8H), 2.82 (m, 8H), 2.48 (m, 8H); ¹³C(¹H) NMR (125 MHz cryoprobe, D₂O pD adjusted to 8 with NaOD, 25 °C): δ (ppm) 174.7, 149.3, 145.7, 138.7, 129.9, 128.5, 125.2, 106.9, 54.5, 49.9, 39.4, 22.4. HRMS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]⁺ calecd for C₆₈H₆₄N₁₆O₈Na 1255.4985; Found 1255.4998, IR ν (cm⁻¹): 1728, 3332; m.p. 190 °C (decomposition).
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